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P. 0 . Box 2528
Idaho Falls, Idaho, USA 83403-2528

Telephone. 208-526-7371

ABSTRACT

Results of the first benchmark physics tests of a metallic-fuelled, demonstration-size,

liquid metal reactor are reported. A simple, two-zone, cylindrical conventional assembly

was built with three distinctly different compositions to represert the stages of the Integral

Fast Reactor fuel cycle. Experiments included critjcally, control, power distribution,

reaction rate ratios, reactivly coefficients, shielding, kinetics and spectrum. Analysis was

done with 3-0 nodal diffusion calculations and ENDF/B-V.2 cross sections. Predictions of

the ZPPR-15 reactor physics parameters agreed sufficiently well with the measured

yalues to justify confidence in design analyses for metallic-fuelled LMRs.

I. INTRODUCTION

In 1984 Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) began working on the Integral Fast Reactor

(IFR) Project1- changing the direction of advanced reactor development in the United

States. One of the key elements of the IFR concept is the use of a metallic alloy fuel that

can substantially increase the inherent safety of a liquid metal reactor (LMR), and that

does not require large-scale reprocessing to have an economic fuel cycle.

Core physics parameters in metallic-fuelled reactor differ from those in a conventional

oxide core, particularly for spectrum-sensitive parameters such as Doppler reactivity, and



for composition dependent parameters such as breeding ratio. Although the

Experimental Breeder Reactor II (EBR-ll) has been operating for more than 20 years,

there has been no physics testing for demonstration or larger size metallic cores. Fast

critical experiment programs worldwide have been dedicated to the development of

reactors using conventional ceramic fuels. Therefore a physics test component was

required in the IFR Project to help verify the superior performance characteristics that

were being predicted.

The IFR Benchmark Physics Test Program, also known as the ZPPR-15 Program, was

conducted in ANL's Zero Power Plutonium Reactor (ZPPR) facility from April, 1985,

through July, 1986. The goal of the program was to test calculated predictions of physics

parameters in a series of simple cylindrical benchmark critical assemblies, and to

compare the accuracy of those predictions to equivalent results from conventional oxide

assemblies. Each of the three characteristic compositions of the IFR fuel cycle was

mocked up - the startup core fuelled principally by enriched uranium, the transition core

fuelled by a combination of enriched uranium and plutonium, and the plutonium-

equilfcrium core. Because of the importance of inherent safely to the IFR concept,

measurements of reactrv*y-feedback coefficients were emphasized, including the

application of innovative new techniques. Similarly, tests were made for such cost-

saving design features as a light-weight radial shield and a minimal radial blanket

One unique feature of this program was early coordination between the IFR design effort

and the critical experiment analysis. A consistent cross section library and energy group

structure was chosen for both activities. To the extent possble, the same codes were

used for ana lysis of the reactor parameters.



I. ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTION

The goal in the selection of the ZPPR-15A assembly was to keep it as simple as

possible, yet to tie it to current design interests. A 330 MWe LMR design2 was chosen as

the basis for the critical assembly. It was an early forerunner of the design for the

Sodium Advanced Fast Reactor (SAFR) being described at this meeting3. This

reference LMR design had a tNvo-zone, 2500-litre conventional core with a single row of

radial blanket subassemblies. It was simplified by converting from hexagonal to

cylindrical boundaries, omitting the 13 control rods and channels, and modifying the

composfcion just enough to allow a uniform inner core loading.

The reference ZPPR-15 assembly had features that facilitated comparison between

oxide and metal cores. It was neutronically tightly coupled, so that comparisons based

on composition could be made without the complications of difficult spatial variations. In

size it was comparable to previous demonstration reactors (Phenix, PFR, CRBR, Monju)

for which there exists a substantial physics data base for oxide cores.

The basic layout for the ZPPR-15 assembly is shown on the left side of Fig. I.

Modifications made to perform specific experiments in the four phases of the program

are shown on the right side. Dimensions for the assembly are given in the RZ model

shown in Fig. II.

ZPPR assemblies are built from 55-rrcn square unit cells of varying length. The cells

consist of the stainless-steel matrix tubes and drawers plus the constituent materials in

plate form. Fig. Ill shows the interior 51 -mm square (2X2 in.) portion of the representative

unit cells of ZPPR-15.

The ZPPR-15 Program was conducted in four phases. Each phase was marked by a

particular composition of the reference assembly, wth the last three being representative



of the three stages of the IFF! fuel cycle. Because of significant uncertainties in zirconium

cross sections and the relative lack of integral data for fast systems with a major Zr

component, only plutonium, depleted uranium, stainless steel and sodium were included

in the first (15A) phase composition. This allowed examination of the effect of removing

oxygen from a typical LMFBR composition. Zirconium was added in stages to make the

ZPPR-15B reference core. The inventory limit constrained Zr use to the inner core zone.

There i. was added at about 9 wt.%, slightly less than the 10 wt.% in the reference IFR

pin. In both 15A and 15B, only single-column Pu-fuel unit cells were used in the inner

core zone. In ZPPR-15C, roughly half of the core volume was fuelled by enriched

uranium to simulate an IFR transition composition. In the 15D phase of the program, the

enriched uranium component was increased to 90%, simulating a near-beginning-oNife

composition. Ten percent plutonium was retained in the loading to provide a dislributed

neutron source for subcrttical measurements.

Some of the key parameters of the ZPPR-15 reference cores are given in Table I. The

radial blanket contained 12,070 kg of heavy metal, while the axial blankets contained

10,399 kg. Note the increase in average core enrichment and B^ wth substitution of

235|j f ^ i for plutonium.

Parameter

PuMass
235uMass
Core Heavy Metal
Average Enrichment
Beff
Zr in Inner Core Zone

Table 1. ZPPR-15 Core Dab

ZPPR-15A

1337kg
16kg

8679 kg
13.8%
0.0032
none

ZPPR-15B

1328 kg
16kg

8666 kg
13.7%
0.0034
330 kg

ZPPR-15C

651kg
872 kg

8842 kg
16.3%
0.0053
330 kg

ZPPR-15D

162 kg
1517 kg
8999 kg
18.4%
0.0065
330 kg
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The set of measurements in the ZPPR-15 Program was sufficiently extensive to obtain a

thorough physics characterization of this benchmark metal assembly. Besides the

typicai measurements of crfticaJfty, control rod worths, reaction rate distributions,

reactivity coefficients, gamma heating, neutron spectrum and kinetics, there were a

number of measurements that were aimed at addressing specific issues of safety,

economics or IFR fuel composftion. These special experiments included: measurement

of helium production rates inside B4C control rod pins'*; axial and radial expansion

reactivity; single-element bowing reactivity; effects of variation in Zr volume fraction;

effects of B4C shielding; and reactivty feectoack from voiding sodium channels (Na

manometers) in the radial blanket In addfton, measurements in cores of mixed Pu and

enriched-U loadings presented a r*w challenge for ZPPR, although such cores have

been commonplace in European and Japanese critical experiments. The ZPPR-15

experiments are summarized by phase of the program in Table II.



Tabfe N. ZPPR-15 Experinetf Summary

Measurement .A .B .C D

Critical Loading • • • •
Reaction Rates:

Fission Distributions • « • •
238U Capture Distribution • • • •
In-rod Boron Capture • .-
Gamma Heating .• • • •

Control Rod Worths
Central Rods of Various Designs .- - - •
Rod Banks • •

Reactivity Coefficients
Sodium Void
Doppler
Small Samples
Expansion and Bowing

Neutron Spectrum
Kinetics

Noise
Oscillator
Rod Drop

Radial Shield Effects
Na Manometer Reactivty

N. ANALYSIS - CROSS SECTIONS, METHODS AND MODELS

There are significant differences in analysis of ZPPR-15 relative to past ZPPR programs.

The switch from the ENDFf B Version IV nuclear data Ibrary to the Yersion V.2 Ibrary was

made in late 1984, so that there was a buiftin inconsistency wth most of the critical

experiment data base. Recalculation of key ZPPR experiments and benchmark

experiments with ENDF/B-Y.2 began soon alter the start of the ZPPR-15 Program.5 To

maximize the usefulness of the ZPPR-15 results to IFR core design activities, methods

were normalized to the extent practical between the core design' and the critical

experiment analysis. For ZPPR, this meant using 21 and 9 group cross section sets

rather than the 28 and 8 group sets that had been in use for a number of years. In

addition, 3D nodal diffusion theory was adopted as the standard analysis method.



Considerations of moving to multidimensional or multi-cell homogenization techniques

were deferred in fayor of the simpler approaches favored by the designers.

The MC2-WSDX path6 was used to generate the muMgroup cross section sets that are

being used in analysis of the ZPPR-15 experiments. Separate MC 2-ll calculations were

run for the 15A, 15B and 15D inner core compositions. Homogenized average inner

core compositions were used to generate the 2082 group spedra in critically buckled

MC2-II calculations. Thermal group cross sections were added to the data sets. Isotopes

that were not present in the inner core composfcion were added to the model in infinitely

dilute quantftes. The MC2-II spectra were used to collapse the isotopic cross sections to

230 group sets.

The 230 group data were used in 5DX to calculate the heterogeneous fluxes required

for spatial weighting of the cross sections. An asymptotic spectrum calculation, using

critical buckling for fuel cells and zero buckling for blanket cells, was made for each of

the ZPPR-15 cell types. A 230 group calculation of a 1-D radial model of the assembly

was used to collapse the data to 21 groups for cells in all of the regions. The axial

blanket cross sections were obtained in a separate calculation in which the axial blanket

composition was substituted for the radial blanket In ZPPR-15C, there were several

different (ypes of plutonium and uranium cells in the fuel regions, so the region-average

spectrum was used to collapse the data for each cell type. Tests of various spectrum

collapse techniques for the ZPPR-15 assembly showed little effect on core parameters,

but significant blanket and reflector reaction rate errors were introduced if the cross

sections were not collapsed in the reactor calculation. Special cross section sets were

generated for the Na-vokJed cells and for the radial shield experiment Nine group cross

sections, used mostly for cruder data-reduction calculations, were collapsed in the radia!

model for each reference assembly- ' n addition, some analysis for the ZPPR-15A

assembly was done with a standard ZPPR 28 group set.



A one-eighth core XYZ mode! of the assembly with each matrix location (55 X 55 mm)

composition explicitty represented was the reference model used in the ZPPR-15

calculations. The axial mesh spacing was about 51 mm. The DIF3D code7 was used

mostly in the nodal diffusion option, but also in the XYZ nodal Iransport8 and finite-

difference options. Mesh spacing in the plane is considerably finer for the ZPPR

Cartesian cells than for the hexagonal cells in the reactor designs, but because of the

small spatial convergence error in the nodal method, such differences are not thought to

be significant.

V. RESULTS

Although analysis of the ZPPR-15 Program has not been completed by the end of the

1986, enough key calculations are available to provide basic answers to the main

questions addressed. The principal missing pieces are the results for the transition and

startup cores. Only critically results are available for 15C, and the 15D data reported

here are somewhat preliminary. Throughout the following descriptions of the results, E

refers to the measured value, C to the calculated value, and C/E to the ratio of calculation

to experiment. Cafcufeitions were 21-group XYZ nodal diffusion theory unless otherwise

stated.

A. Critically

Initial analysis of each of the four reference critical loadings of ZPPR-15 has been

completed. The results of the XYZ nodal calculations are reported in Table III. Five

benchmark oxide assemblies that have been recalculated with ENDFI6-Y.2 nuclear data

are included for comparison. Results for the ZPPR-15 assemblies are remarkably

consistent despite the large changes in composition. Although Iransport solutions have

not been completed for the 15C and 15D assemblies, the transport correction is

expected to be the same 0.3% that t is for the 15A and 15B assemblies. The resulting



Diffusion

0.993
0.992
0.992
0.992

Transport

0.996
0.995

0.999
0.994
0.996
0.988
0.994

9

0.995 ktff is about 1% higher than was common for previous LMFBR benchmark

solutions using E N D R B version IV nuclear data, and is consistent with early data testing

forENDF-Y.

TabteN. Calculations or Crt talS&jes

J<eff.

Assembly Characteristic

ZPPR-15A Pu/U Metal
ZPPR-15B Pu/U/Zr Metal; Equilibrium core
ZPPR-15C Pu/U/Zr; 50% 235U, 50% Pu; Transition core
ZPPR-15D UJZr; 90% 2 3 5 U, 10% Pu; Startup core
ZPPR-12 Very small mixed oxide benchmark
ZPPR-13C Large heterogeneous mixed oxide
ZPPR-14A UO2, 10% Pu;"BeO reflected; UD=3
ZPR-&6A UO2 benchmark; similar in size to 15
ZPR-6/7 Mixed oxide benchmark; similar in size to 15

Results for the five selected comparison assemblies are not as consistent, with a

1% spread between the uranium-fuelled beijchmarfc, ZPR-6/6A, and the small plutonium-

fuelled core, ZPPR-12. Perhaps of more interest is the difference between the results for

the sister cores, ZPR-6J6A and ZPR-6/7, that are oxide benchmarks analogous to ZPPR-

15Band-15D.

B. Reaction Rates

Spatially dependent neutron reaction rates were measured with several hundred

small foils in each reference assembly10. Similarly, gamma fay heating was measured

in all regions of the assembly using small LiF thermoluminescent dosimeters (TLDs) in

stainless steel sleeves. Distributions of reaction rates inside control rod pins of natural

and fully enriched composition were measured using 235U foils and helium

accumulation fluence monitors (HAFMs)4. Since the quantity of date is excessive, we
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present only a brief summary of comparisons between calculations and measurements

of the reaction rates for three phases of the program.

1. Reaction Rate Disfctxiions. The average reaction rate distribution results

are given in Table IV. For the foil data, the measured and calculated values have been

normalized to an average CJE of unity for all plutonium fission in the core. The measured

and calculated gamma heating results have been normalized at the core center. The

calculated gamma heating results are from an 8 neutron group, 20 gamma group, XY

TWODANT11 calculation and supplemental calculations using a developmental code.

The neutron reaction rates are from the reference XYZ nodal diffusion calculation.

Relative measurement uncertainties are about 0.8% for 235U fission, 1% for 239Pu

fission, 1.5% for 238U fission, 0.5% for 238U capture, and 2% for gamma heating.

Reaction
235U(af)
239Pu(nJ)
238U(nj)
238|J(n,y)

y heating

15A

1.008
1.010
0.995
1.037
1.014

Table ftf. Radial Reaction Rate Disrt>utk>ns

Inner Core

15B

1.008
1.008
0.987
1.031

15D

0.999
0.992
0.983
1.038

Averaae C/E

Outer Core

ISA

0.986
0.983
0.957
1.017

1.029

15B 15D

0.986 0.999
0.987 0.987
0.949 1.006
1.025 1.021

Radial Blanket

ISA

1.04
1.03
1.06
1.04

1.00

15B

1.04
1.04
1.02
1.04

15D

1.04
1.01
1.01
1.04

Reaction rates are predicted about 2% low in the outer core relative the

inner core zone. This rather modest discrepancy relative to results for some other ZPPR

assemblies is expected, because the ZPPR-15 assembly is characterized by geometrical

simplicity, tight kinetic coupling, and large eigenvalue separation. In addition, some

improvement in radial distributions was expected wlh introduction of the ENDF/B-V.2

nuclear data. The detailed CE distributions are fairly flat across the core zones, but
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there is a several percent variation in ClE's across the radial blanket. The calculated
235U fission rates in the stainless steel reflector were in error by about 20%, which may

have caused some of the problem in the thin radial blanket Axially, the 235U C/E's

showed no variation between the inner core and the axial blanket. C/E's for 238U

capture went up about 1%, but 238U fission C/E's jumped 20-30% across the interface

and then dropped by half over the next 250 mm.

Nodal transport calculations improved the fission distribution across the

two core zones by about 1% and substantially reduced a 4% 238U fission C/E variation

between double and single column fuel cells in the outer core zone. Transport

corrections ateo helped the threshold fission reaction in the radial and axial blankets,

producing a 10% improvement across the core/blanket interface in the axial dimension

and reducing the variation from 14% to 5% in the radial blanket. The transport

calculations reduced the blanket C/E's for other reactions by 1-2%, but vijthout any
i

notable improvement in the distribution within the zone.

The gamma, heating C/E's look surprisingly good. The distributions in the

first three radiai zones are fairly tight; with maximum variations of 4-8%. Data are aiso

available for the reflector, where me C/E values (all off by 20% through the region.

However, there is no discontinuity across the boundary, and Hie C/E drop is no worse

than for 235U fission.

2. Reaction Rate Ratios. The core average reaction rate ratio resute are

shown in Table V. They are notable when compared against historical ZPPR assembly

resute. Both t te 235U-fission-to-239Pu-flssion ratio and the 238u-capture-to-239Pu-

fission ratio are reduced by about 3%, so that there is reasonable agreement between

calculation and experiment The 238U-hssion-to-239Pu-fission ratio is increased by

about 5% relative to historical values, again in the direction to improve agreement
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between calculation and experiment. However, it is not thought that these changes have

much to do with the differences between metal and oxide cores, but rather with the

switch from ENDF/B-IY to ENDF/B-Y.2. Calculations of ZPPR-15A using ENDF/B-IY

showed that 235U(n/)/239Pu(n,f) a n c i 23Sij(n^y239pU(n^f) y ^ ^ 2% and

238U(n,f)/239Pu(n,f) decreased 5%. The effect of the change from a plutonium core to the

softer spectrum of a uranium core is shown by the central reaction rate ratios given in

Table Y.

Table Y. feacfon Rate Ratios

Core Average C1E

Ratio 15A 15B 15D

1.002 1.000 1.012
1.028 1.028 1.053
0.98 0.98 0.99

Calc.

15B

1.001
0.133
0.020

Central Value

15D

0.972
0.129
0.018

15D/B

0.971
0.965
0908

3. Reaction Rates in Control Rods. A central, half-inserted, control rod of

natural B4C pins was used in ZPPR-15A for in-rod reaction rate measurements. A fully

enriched B4C rod was used for similar measurements in 15D. Only the 15A resits are

available at this time. An XY2 nodal transport calculation was used, but the model was

altered to allow full Z modeling and 16 XY meshes wthin the rod rather than one. Direct

(HAFM) measurements4 of helium production within the rod showed radial variations of

up to 20% and axial variations of up to 50%. C/E's for boron capture averaged 0.961

with a standard deviation of 0.034. 23SU foils were also used in the measurements,

yielding an average CJE of 1.09410.008. Radial and axial shapes were well predicted

for both types of measurement The underpredfction of boron capture JS consistent with

previous results for boron capture and reactivity when ENDF data are used in the

analysis, and is internally consistent with the 235U fission overpredictton.



C. Control Bod Worths

Control rod worths were not emphasized in the ZPPR-15 Program, as no control

rod positions (CRPs) were built into the reference configurations. Most of the

measurements involved replacing fuel with a mockup control rod, although worths of

repfacing fuel with sodium and steel CRPs were ateo measured. Locations of the rod

positions are shown in Fig I. Enough measurements were done to determine the effects

of different composition and spedra and to test different types of rod designs. A few

measurements were done to look at interaction effects and bank worths. Results of the

principal ZPPR-15 control rod measurements are summarized in Table VI. Measurement

uncertainties are slightly less than 1%.

Rods Inserted

Central CRP
1(100Y/OB4C)

1(50Y/OB4C)

1 (fiat. B4C pins)
1 (fully enriched E^Cpins)
1,8-13 (7 Primary)
AII13CRS
1,8-12 (6 Primary)
8-12 (5 Primary)
All 13 CRPs
1 (articulated)

Table VI.

1

£,.$.
0.48
3.89
2.98
1.68

Cof*ofRod¥fortfe>

5A

CJE
1.15
1.03
1.02
1.02

0.51
4.00
2.83
1.74
3.10

19.28
37.58

12.19
6.31

15B

1.17
1.04
1.02
1.03
1.08
0.98
0.96

0.9?
1.13

15D

£* 2E
0.16 1.18
1.95 0.99
1.39 0.96

9.58 0.97
19.14 0.99
7.72 0.97
6.16 0.96

1.40 1.00

There are few surprises in the control rod worth resute. CRP worths are

OYerpredicted by 13-18% by the diffusion calculations, which is consistent with ENDF/B-

IV-based resute for oxide cores. In 15A, central plate and pin rod designs, varying in

worth from 1.7$ to 3.9$, are predicted consistently. The C/E's for rods in the outer bank

are lower than for the central rods, consistent with observations about the reaction rate

distributions. As expected, there are no large interaction effects. The worth of an
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articulated rod (alternating sections of B4C and diluent material) was measured in ZPPR

for the first time, and was predicted well by the nodal diffusion calculation. The

measured worths of the 15D control rods, expressed in $, are much lower than the 15A

and 15B yalues because of a factor of two difference in 13^.

The 5% difference between the C/E for the enriched B4C rod and the natural

B4C rod is not typical of past enrichment studies. Previous calculations, however, were

done with finite-difference diffusion theory, which introduces a sizable mesh-space error

that may have partially compensated the Iransport effect

D.Readfrly Coefficients

Reactivity coefficient measurements received considerable emphasis in the ZPPR-

15 program, because these parameters were Ikery to display significant differences from

oxide core values, and because of their importance to the IFR concept

1. Doppler. Doppler reactivity in ZPPR assemblies has traditionally been

measured with small heated oxide samples. Metallic samples were required for the IFR

Test Progam, so a depleted uranium sample with 10 wt% Zr was cast Qxkfe samples

were also used as a tie to past programs and to see whether the Doppler signal wouW

be dominated by the core spedrum or whether local effects wouid be important Special

S DX cross sections were prepared for the Doppler samples in order to model die local

sample environment. The reference calculation had the sample in place; the

perturbation was to replace the reference temperature cross sections with die elevated

temperature cross sections.

Results for the Doppler measurements and perturbation calculations are

given in Table VII. The experimental uncertainties are typically 1-2%. The 0.82 CJE

values for the two samples in the 15A measurements are just slightly lower dian
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historical values for ZPPR experiments in oxide cores. Despite the significant deference

between the oxide and metal sample reactivities in 15A, the predictions are consistent.

That consistency is lost somewhat in the other two phases. From the 15B results, it

appears that the presence of Zr in one of the metal samples had little effect on the

uranium Doppler reactivity. The lower Doppter C/E's for the startup core have not yet

been explained The lower E values in 15D again mostly reflect the factor of two change

in % . The 27% smaller value for the enriched oxide sample relative to the natural oxide

sample indicates little effect from the 2 3 5U, although the calculation apparently predicts a

significant positive 235U component

TabfeVI. Doppter Fteaeoviy
E.tflccHJ C/E

Sample AT 15A 15B 15D 15A 15B 15D

UO2 natural 300K-1100K -0.064 -0.073 -0.033 0.82 0.83 0.78
Umeta! depleted 300K-10Q0K -0.053 -0.065 -0.031 0.82 0.78 0.76
U-Zr metal depleted 3G0K-1000K -0.064 -0.030 0.31 0.75
UO2 33% enriched 300K-1100K -0.024 0.56

2. Sodium Void Several central sodium-void readi ly measurements were

made to test the effect of changes in composition and spectrum. Resuls of the principal

measurements are shown in Table Ylll. In ZPPR-15A, the central 148-drawer zone

shown in Fig. I was voided. The central 52-drawer zone was voided in other

measurements. In ZPPR-15D, the sodium coefficient is substantially reduced, typical of a

235U-fuelled system with its flatter adjoint spectrum. The C/E values for the non-leakage

dominated, central (0-203 mm) zone worths are typical of those that were consistently

observed in oxide core results. C-E values are also given, since the C/E values are of

questionable value for the very small 15D reactivities.



Steg*

0-203 mm
203-356 mm
203-457 mm
356-457 mm
457-787 mm

15A

1.95
0.77

-0.37
-0.22

1

2
0

-0

Table VM. SodwnVoidBeadJrty

E

5B

.23

.84

.37

Reactivity. 4/ka-Na

15D

0.233

-0.207

^Symmetric about midplane (0); central

15A

0.222
0.098

0.045
-0.016

C-E

15B 15D

0.145 0.115
0.049

0.057
0.047

148 drawers in 15A; central

15A
1.11
1.13

0.88
1.11

CJE

15B

1.07
1.06

0.89

52 drawers in

15D
1.49

0.72
1.38

15B,D

3. Expansionary Bowing Reactivity. Because of the potential importance of

all reactivity feedback coefficients, new measurement techniques for measuring axial

expansion, radial expansion, and radial bowing were developed for use in the iFR test

program. The axial expansion device created and closed discrete gaps in a column of

core material for a single drawer. Uniform radial expansion was simulated by shirting

fuel wthin drawers in a zone, and by an equivalent measurement in a single-drawer

oscillator. A special bowing device was built to " t i t fuel pins within a single drawer.

Mix*cl-oxicle pins were used since metallic pins were not available. Each of these

experiments addressed only the reactivity part of expansion or bowing. In each case, me

fuel was displaced a known amount

Using design methods [first order perturbation (FOP) theory], the axial

expansion experiments were reasonably well calculated. CIE's ranged from 1.05 to

1.16. Radial expansion and bowing experiments were done near the outer core edge

where the calculations are more difficult The expansion experiments yielded C/E's in

the range 1.06 to 1.33. Although some additional development work is needed, it is felt

these are reasonably well understood. Analysis of the bowing experiments failed to

produce useful results. The combination of the composibon change and a perturbation
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in a high gradient region proved to be too difficult. Development of a suitable bowing

benchmark experiment is continuing.

4. Small Samples. Two techniques were used to measure the reactryty

coefficients of small perturbation samples. Traditionai measurements of detailed

distributions of sample worth were made using cylindrical sannples in radial and axial

tubes. Central worths were measured with the drawer oscillator technique, in which a

small cell-spanning cavity was created to accommodate thin plates or foils. Reference

calculations were clone in XYZ finite-difference diffusion theory; FOP calculations were

done for the tube measurements, 1-D fixed-source calculations for the drawer oscillator

measurements. Corrections were applied for adjoint heterogeneity, sample location

within the drawer, and finite sample size. The range of central worth results,

representing from one to six measurements per isotope, is grven in Table K.

Uncertainties range from about 0.1 % for the strong absorbers to 3% for the Zr scattering

sample. C/E comparisons are in reasonably good agreement for the two techniques.

The "central worth discrepancy" of past years has essentially been eliminated12.

TafcteK.

Sample

239pu

240pu

241 P u

235U
238(j

29.84
2.95

37.31
22.06
-1.36

-339.08
Stainless Steel -0.79
Zr -0.75

KAfGnKtetmS

C/ERanae

1.012-1.054
1.027
0.983
0.985-1.008
1.008-1.039
0.933-0.951
1.014-1.121
1.123-1.156

^Nominal Yalue at center of core, assum-
ing worth is due to principal isotope

Tnnn-irn OA/|
£rrn-1MJ DOQI

Change

Na manometers

Tai>teX

-4.74
reptecing blanket

Haf-Yokied
manometers

Full-Yoided
manometers

-8.73

-17.13

WE
DJL Trans.

2.1 1.7

1.7 1.3
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E. Sodwm Manometers

Sodium manometers are passive safely devices that were being considered for

use in the Power Reactor Inherently Safe Module (PRISM)13 Project, and that were used

in some FFTF safely tested Basically a sodium manometer is a tube, sealed on one

end, that fits into one of the hex channels and contains an inert gas, such as argon. A

manometer is a passive safety device if it is put in place of a radial blanket subassembry.

During normal flow conditions, the gas is compressed and the channel next to the core is

filled with sodium. During loss-of-flow(LOF) conditions, the gas expands and the region

next to the core is voided. The void increases the core leakage, thus inserting some

negative reactivity to help shut the system down.

The effect of the two manometers shown in Fig. I was tested in ZPPR-15B. Each

manometer replaced six blanket drawers, equivalent to one subassembly in size. The

manometers were then voided in two axial steps. Results for the manometer-for-blanket

substitution and the void steps are shown in Table X. There is a appreciable negative

reactivity from introduction of the manometers. The voidirjg reactivity appears to be fairly

linear. The 25% transport correction to the diffusion k-cifference results fails to resolve

the terrible comparison between calculation and experiment Prior to the experiment, it

was anticipated that analysis for this type of perturbation would be Yery difficult to

calculate accurately because the changes were being macte to scattering materials in a

region of steep flux gradient. Diffusion calculations in 12 groups gave a C/E of about 1.2

for the FFTF experiments14, but there was no radial blanket and the leakage conditions

are much different with the massive FFTF inconel reflector.

F. Radial Shirting Experiment

All advanced fast reactor development activities, including the IFR, are looking into

ways to reduce cost by innovative shielding design. Much of that attention has been



focussed on reducing the thickness and weight of the shield by utilizing strong neutron

absorbers. A cross section of the ZPPR-15B shield experiment is shown in Fig. I. A

second configuration was also built in which the B4C zone was replace by a

sodium/stainless-steel zone representative of a conventional shield design. The large

graphite and steel section and the single external row of E^C/Na was added to protect

the experiment from room-return neutrons.

The shielding effectiveness was tested by measuring reaction rates from the inner

core out through the shield zone. Small foils were used to measure 235U and 233Pu

fission rates, 238U and 115ln capture rates, and 115ln inelastic scattering rates. Track

recorders were used for 238U fission rates because of poor statistics from the foils.

Fission rates for 237Np and 242Pu were measured with gas-flow proportional counters in

the blanket and the Na zone behind the shield. Boron capture rates were measured with

10B-deposited proportional chambers in the outer core, the radial reflector, the sodium

pool and three locations in the shield. By measuring this wide range of reaction rates,

both the spectrum and the total flux could be tested. Gamma heating was also

measured, but calculations have not been done.

An abbreviated summary of the results is given in Table XL The 235U fission rates

are a measure of the total flux, the 238U threshold fission rate samples the high-energy

flux and the indium capture rates sample the low-energy flux. Nodal XY transport

calculations, wfth special spatially collapsed cross sections and normalized to have an

average C/E of unity for 235U fission in the core, were used to compare with the

experiments. The indium reaction rates were normalized separately at the core center.

Measurement and calculation of the boron capture rates were normalized in the outer

core. Measurement uncertainties vary according to position. The range of statistical

uncertainties for *&{) fission is 0.5% to 2.5%; 1% to 5% for 238u fission; 1% to 8% for

indium capture; 1% to 45% for inelastic scattering in indium; 0.2% to 2.2% for boron
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capture; 2% to 3.6% for neptunium fission; 1.5% to 5% for 242Pu fission. Analysis of the

experiments is more complex than can be discussed in this brief space. Obviously, there

are substantial discrepancies bebveen the calculated and measured results, but the

reaction rates change by 3 to 4 orders of magnitude along the traverse.

Position4

Inner Core

1
3
5
7
9
10
12
Outer Core
13
14
15
16
17
Blanket
18
19
20
Reflector
21
22
23
Shield
24
25
26
27
28
Sodium Pool
29
30
31
32

Table XL Reaction Rates in the Radial Shield Bpertnent

235(J(

E

1.64
1.63
1.60
1.58
1.53
1.43
1.37

1.28
1.19
1.06
0.93
0.76

0.60
0.46
0.38

0.40
0.34
0.20

0.050
0.021
0.0095
0.0044
0.0023

00023
0.0021
0.0018
0.0013

D/)

C/E
1.00
1.00
1.01
1.00
1.00
1.01
1.01

1.01
1.01
1.00
1.00
1.00

1.03
1.04
1.07

1.07
1.06
1.04

1.08
1.00
0.98
0.96
0.95

0.82
0.81
0.78
0.76

aNumber of matrix positions from center
bReJatiYe to certral value

238U(n,0.
E

0.039
0.033
0.033
0.025
0.021

0.0093
0.0040
0.0019

0.00039
0.00019

0.000084
0.000042
0.000021
0.0000107
0.0000055

0.0000022

C/E

0.99
1.03
0.97
1.01
0.96

1.08
1.14
1.12

0.94
0.81

0.78
0.77
0.75
0.75
0.74

0.66

E

0.44

0.31

0.33
0.33
0.18

0.034
0.015
0.0069
0.0034
0.0015

0.0016
0.0015
0.0012
0.0009

D,tfb

C/E

1.00

0.99

0.93
0.88
0.87

1.10
1.01
0.95
0.89
1.00

0.86
0.82
0.83
0.78
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Although the 238U threshold fission results look reasonable, results Tor tine other

f«vo threshold fission rates are or questionable value. Each drops by a factor or 500

across the shield zone, but the C/E"s are about 0.5 and 0.2 for the two counter locations.

The boron capture resuls look reasonable, falling off by a factor of 320 between the

outer core and the sodium pool, but the C/E variation of 30% is not particularly

systematic. The indium inelastic scattering rate drops by a factor of 10* between the

outer core and the sodium pool, just as the 238U fission rate does. However, the C/E's

for the high energy indium reaction were somewhat more erratic.

Comparing the B4C shield to the stainless-steel shield, the total flux seem to be

reduced by about two orders of magnitude by the B4C. However, the neutron spectrum

outside the B4C shield is much harder, which correlates with greater relative damage in

steel components. Another notable effect in the comparison of the Iwo shield zones is

that the predictions were worse in every case for the conventional shield. The reaction

rate problems noted in the reference-core radial reflector were manifest in the stainless-

steel shield.

G. Kinetics

Kinetic parameters are routinely measured by rod drop as a part of ZPPR core

specfication and reactivity calfcration. Additional measurements were made in ZPPR-15

with a boron reactivity oscillator and by noise coherence'5. Using ex-core detectors, the

boron reactivity was derived as the sample was oscillated at frequencies ranging from

0.001 to 1.0 Hz. Spatial coupling was tested by analyzing the noise coherence through

the frequency range of 0 to 10 kHz for different pairings of four detectors located at ttree

positions (0°, 90°, 180°) in the radial blanket

The measurements demonstrated that there was tight kinetic coupling in the 15A

assembly. Calculations based on a point kinetics model agreed adequately with the
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noise coherence results for all detector pairings at all frequencies. Nevertheless, spatial

redistribution of the flux had to be taken into account to achieve consistency for the

oscillator results as a function of frequency and detector.

HSpednm

Broad-group results for the central ZPPR-15B neutron spedrum are shown in Fig.

IV. The measurements were made wfch a proton recoil technique}6 using bom hydrogen

and methane filled detectors. The data are for the center of the inner core zone. The

measured data have been put into the 21-group slructure of the calculations for

comparison, except chat the range of the measurements is limited to the range 1 keV to 2

MeV. The rather significant discrepancies between the calculated and measured results

are consistent wih data from previous cores. A spectrum calculated with ENDRB-IY

cross sections for the ZPPR-2 mixed-oxide benchmark assembly is presented in Fig. IV

for comparison. The presence of the or/gen resonance in the ZPPR-2 data is

conspicuous. The oxide-core spectrum is also flatter, with considerably more flux in the

resolved and unresolved resonance ranges for 2 3 8U. Speclra were also measured in

15A and 15D. Some difference between 15A and 15B was noticeable at the broad-

group level, but the signficance is difficult to assess. Considering the difference in

composition, the 15B and 15D 230-group spedra are remarkably similar, although the

15D spedrum is slightly softer.
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Fig. IV. The ZPPR-15B Neukon Spectvn Comparisons

The ZPPR-15 Benchmark Physics Test Program for the IFR has provided a thorough

reactor physics characterization of a simple, tightly coupled, 330-MWe-size LMR

assembly. Calculations using 3-D nodal diffusion theory and ENDF/B-Y.2 cross sections

nave produced fairly good, or at least systematicallymeasurably biased, predictions of

most of the key reactor parameters. Direct comparison with results from similar oxide

assemblies has been difficult because of the recent changes in the nuclear data Ifcrary

and in the analysis methods used. Nevertheless, there have been sufficient consistent

recalculations to confirm that overall predictions for metallic-fuelled LMRs are no worse

than for oxide-composition LMRs. For several parameters, notably k^, power

distribution, reaction rate ratios and small sample reactivity, agreement between
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calculation and experiment is markedly improved over historical results from ZPPR

programs. This improvement is primarily attributed to the changes in analysis rather than

composition.

Spectrum sensitive parameters were of particular interest in the ZPPR-15 Program,

because they were expected to display the largest changes relative to the oxide cores.

While the reaction rate ratio predictions improved, predictions for spectrum, Doppler and

sodium-void reactivity were in the range of historical values for plutonium-fuelled cores.

However, for Doppler and sodium-void reactivity, predictions were measureably worse

for the smaller values in the 235U-fuelled core.

Special experiments provided some of the key results in the ZPPR-15 Program. Analysis

of the sodium manometer experiments showed that their benefit is difficult to predict, and

that they introduce a reactivity penally that must be made up in fuel enrichment and

control worth. Analysis of the control rod reaction rate experiments showed that the

burnup rate of partially inserted control rods could be predicted with a systematic bias.

Taken together with the low CJE for boron reactivity, these boron capture results point to

a need for raising the high-energy boron cross section in the next ENDF evaluation. The

expansion experiments provide some validation of key inherent safety feedback

parameters, but a good experimental bowing benchmark is still needed. Further

analysis of the Zr-effect experiments is still required, but the initial results indicate that the

presence of Zr in the fuel has little effect on the physics parameters or the accuracy of

their predictions. The benefits of doing near-core shielding experiments coupled with

the reactor core experiments are self evident However, considerably more effort will be

required for full understanding of the ZPPR-15 shield zone results.

The ZPPR-15 Program has demonstrated that IFR conceptual designs are proceeding on

a sound basis as far as reactor physics performance is concerned. The problem areas



that have been discovered, such as mispredictions of power distribution outside the thin

radial blanket, are unlikely to be unique to the metallic composition. On the other hand,

previously observed problems with prediction of spatial parameters in loosely coupled

oxide cores are also Ikely to be in larger or more complicated designs than represented

byZPPR-15.
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